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About This Game

Welcome to Emitters. A single, or co-op fps survival drones invasions game, where you are stuck in this abstract and futuristic
world. Worst of all, deadly machines were deployed throughout multiple levels you'll have to go through, all with the single

intent of shooting you dead. How far will you be able to go, before that actually happens?

Follow The Dev @ :

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/emittersgame/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/emitters/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Emitters8
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVN79JSTh68bbAS7M4fpVOblZ1ai8e2o7

Itchio: https://mickaelmorgado.itch.io/emitters
Trello: https://trello.com/b/xbwcLlRy/emitters
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Title: Emitters
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
HYTEK94
Publisher:
Emitters
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: windows 8 (64bits)

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 760 3gb

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: You can test the Demo version and tweak some in-game settings

English
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修复日志19-6-1:
V0.2.2.1版本更新——

·修复BUG：. 06/08/2018 update for bugs fixes.:
1. Right now, players can correctly save and load their personal Audio settings, such as BGM on/off, and the value of volume.

2. Some errors of SAVE and LOAD functions have been fixed. Have a try with "Quick SAVE hotkey".. Update 0.7.4 - Top
Score Messages:
In this latest update, during game play we now show the Top Round, Your Best, and Score to Beat.

Top Round. Update Version 1.0.19 [Official]:

Hey everyone, update v1.0.19 is up.

In this patch we fixed alot of issues you reported back to us, we also added a new low quality water shader that should solve
those problems with no water.

Hungarian language is also added. We're sorry for the confusion about Portugese translation, it is Brazillian Portugese. All
languages are also updated.

The new patch for Fishing: Barents Sea is released on Steam for download right now.

Changelog:

Added low quality water shader (Should fix issue with no water)

Added port crew verification on load game

Added more soundeffects (Buoy drop, rain, snowfall, water)

Added maximum to number of fish displayed on sonar

Added head mesh for shadow in 1st person

Added Hungarian language

Adjusted top speed and dynamics on Lunar Bow

Adjusted coefficiency on Børge and Sjarken (Should behave better with higher speed)

Adjusted center of mass on Follabuen (Should drive straight)

Adjusted nighttime, made it more darker

Adjusted sonar to use correct multiple in imperial

Adjusted wave height considered at end of fast travel. Should reduce bounce
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Adjusted lights on all boats, should improve performance

Fixed black regions in ocean

Fixed issues where player get stuck after gutting

Fixed issues with flying trawl doors on Lunar Bow

Fixed issues with mini hitches

Fixed issue with not pausing game when in menu

Fixed issue with trawlbag not connected on Lunar Bow

Fixed issue with overflow in bank loan calculation

Fixed crash when loading from open water

Fixed loading save game issue in open water that would destroy half of the habitats

Fixed numbers of issues with Scanmar system

Improved self-shadow quality on boat

Improved car spawn performance and movement

Improved performance of water reflection

Optimized and updated weather system

Performance optimization for planar reflections

Prevented autosave to happen when first loading a save game

Re-created distance light system

Updated ambient sound in Akkarfjord, Forsøl and Snefjord

Updated line timing message

Updated all languages

Updated trawling tutorial

We'll now switch our focus on working on version 1.1, that will be a huge update! We hope to have it ready in June, before
Steam's summersale. More details will be announced in May :). Tournament: Win a MSI Gaming Laptop!:
Join the SGDQ – Pinball Arcade Tournament on Steam for a chance to win a new MSI Gaming laptop!

Go to http://www.mlpinball.com/ to sign up.

Tournament ends July 13th at 1AM CST.. More info on the upcoming Thank-you patch:
We made good progress with developing the upcoming Thank-you patch, and we are happy to confirm that the patch will be
officially released around mid December.
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Suitable trains can finally drive forward and backward without flipping at stations. Moreover, we improved the track
construction tools, realized various improvements, extended the modding capabilities, and fixed a long list of small issues.

Today the patch reaches beta state. For those of you interested in testing, please see the "Testing version" paragraph in the Wiki
[www.transportfever.com].

We look forward to receiving your feedback and all the best from the Urban Games team!. Update from mid-July 2018
[v0.0.10]:
Hello together,

once again, the days have just gone by. We work with high pressure whenever we can on Summer Islands. It's really great when
you look at the updates of the last months, how more and more come together. Slowly we try to do one or the other long-term
test to test the stability.
But there are still a few features we want to keep for you for a while and we will work on them in the next months to implement
them. We are really happy when Summer Islands finally get into early access so you can play it. Until then, I'll provide you with
the latest news from the last two weeks:

First we created a mathematical pseudo-random model in the last weeks. We needed a calculation that always created one and
the same random number at the same position over the entire course of the game. We needed this calculation for a better
landscaping.
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Above the lndschaft is to be seen without pseudo-randomness and below with. The difference is currently still small. But you
can create a better game atmosphere later because the linearity is not so noticeable to the player.

As a second big feature we created the architecture for the sound effects. We all agree how important SoundFX and music are
for a good gaming atmosphere. Therefore we would like to concentrate on the SoundFX for the beginning. CreateJS offers us
every possibility to start with SoundJS in a simple way. We have implemented an architecture that we can build on to create a
good gaming atmosphere:
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https://youtu.be/7U5t4MLLuhc

 Update Log:
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